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Summary. In the paper, the autonomous system of reconstruction of 3-D model
based on the matching characteristic features between the images for mobile devices with Android OS is proposed. Our method focuses on fully automated system
with marker less calibration method. The experimental results show that although
the reconstructed objects contain certain artifacts or loss, the end result can be
successfully used by the average user.

1 Introduction
In recent years 3-D printing, 3-D visualization of a scene in everyday life
and a video content creating have earned massive popularity. A large number
of 3-D models is generated, put together in one scene, allowing viewers to
navigate through it or print it and used it in prototyping process. People in
the industry spent uncountable hours trying to model the world with detailed
environment. This can be troublesome for most people. It would be nice if
anyone can reconstruct any scene depicted in their photographs in a fairly
accurate 3-D model.
This paper presents innovative approach towards 3-D reconstruction of
objects, which is characterized by low-cost of the system. The solution is based
on mobile devices with Android operating system as an image acquisition
system and an application which performs image processing operations and
is running eg. in the cloud systems.
The most popular methods of the 3-D model objects reconstruction based
on images are: techniques based on the estimation of depth maps from two or
more views of the object [7,8], reconstructions based on the matching characteristic features between the images [9,10] and volumetric reconstruction
techniques from multiple camera views [11,12].
The techniques based on the estimation of depth maps from many images
are very complicated and time consuming. This process can be accelerated
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by the application of ToF cameras or cameras using structured light (eg. an
infrared light KinectOne) and generate directly a cloud of points which is the
distance to the object (the depth of the scene). During the conducted research
on the reconstruction of 3-D models of objects using volumetric reconstruction algorithm, the authors came across a problem with the accuracy of the
internal and external camera parameters and the effect of these parameters
on the quality of the estimated 3-D model. These camera parameters have a
significant impact on the quality of the estimated model. Proposed solution
uses characteristic feature points matching between two images to perform
3-D reconstruction. Authors decided to use marker less calibration method.
This approach is dedicated for most people who want to create the 3-D models
via mobile devices by creating the series of the photos of the object and then
send these images to the server and nothing more. The details are presented
in the next section.
This paper is organized as follows: next section describes the proposed
system of the 3-D model reconstruction and the advances operations on images. Section 3 contains results obtained by running these apps. The Section
4 contains the conclusions and the future scope of this work.

2 System description
Proposed system of 3-D model reconstruction is using an Android device.
Scanned object must be captured from different sides in order to build a 3-D
model. Captured images are used to reconstruct the spatial information about
the scene. General diagram of proposed system is shown on Figure 1.

Fig. 1. General diagram of the proposed system.

2.1 Image acquisition
Image acquisition of scanned object is done using a specially prepared Android application. The main purpose of application is to support the user
during scanning process. In order to build a model, user should take a series
of images of object from different angles. It is worth mentioning that there is
no calibration process of Android device. Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters
of camera and lens distortion coefficients are estimated in the later stages
of the algorithm. Besides the images of object, designed application also provides information about model and manufacturer of the device as well as focal
length.
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2.2 Feature extraction
Spatial information about observing scene must be known in order to determinate camera coordinates for each image in one common coordinate system.
Many camera calibration methods are well known in literature [1]. Generally,
these methods can by divided into two groups. One group of them is using
marker with known geometry, and the second group is marker less. Methods
which are using a marker are less complex than marker less methods, and are
giving accurate results. Unfortunately, the need to use marker carries some
complications. The end user would have to have a marker in possession and
know how to use it. Therefore authors decided to use marker less calibration
method. In order to calibrate the camera without a marker it is needed to
find some points of interest in all views. In proposed system SIFT[2] feature
points are used. SIFT points are resistant and remain stable in case of scale,
orientation and lighting change. Additionally for each SIFT point his own
descriptor is calculated which is used in next step of algorithm.
2.3 Feature matching
The next step of the algorithm is feature points matching between two views.
Individual views are matched in each to each scheme. This is more complex
solution than chain matching but provides resistance to interruption in case
of impossibility of matching of adjacent pair of images. Feature point matching relies on descriptors comparison of these points. Brute Force method with
L2 distance metric is used to point matching between two views. The result
of this operation is a list of matched pairs among two images. It may happen that some points are matched incorrectly. For this reason the correction
step is performed which is using a fundamental matrix. Fundamental Matrix
is calculated between two images in RANSAC [3] scheme and describes the
transformation of point set from first to second image.
2.4 Camera calibration
The main goal of this step is to determine camera orientation and position
in space for each image of scanned object. Calculated intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters must be accurate that means reprojection error of 3-D point into
image plane need to be as small as possible. The problem of camera parameters
determination can be formulated as non-linear minimization of mean squared
error and can be solved by Levenberg - Marquadt [4] algorithm.
The camera parameters estimation process starts with single pair of images. The initial pair should have high number of matched feature points and
proper displacement so that the 3-D position of points can be identified well.
Initialization of new view starts with using a DLT[5] (Direct Linear Transform) algorithm and RANSAC[3]. After determining the parameters of the
camera, points which are observed by this camera are added to 3-D model of
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object. Example of sparse model reconstructed in this step is shown in Figure
2.

Fig. 2. Example of reconstructed sparse model.

2.5 Dense model reconstruction
Dense model algorithm relies on usage of SIFT characteristic features and
projection matrices designated from previous step and increase model coverage
by patches. Each characteristic point is a central point in patch with µ x µ
size, where µ is equal 5 or 7. For single patch normal vector n(p) is assigned,
except central point c(p). Normal vector is always directed on outside of the
model. The next step is patch expansion. New patches are created in empty
space between neighboring patches. When the expansion is finished, patches
filtering process is performed. For each view, location of each patch is verifying.
If some of them is in front of or behind set of patches plane, it is removed.
Based on this dense model, surface reconstruction can be made.

Fig. 3. Dense model reconstruction.
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2.6 Post processing
The dense model which was obtained in previous step need some post processing. First of all in reconstructed model appear some points which do not
belong to the scanned object. Additionally to build a complete 3-D model
there is need to perform surface reconstruction step. Point cloud filtering is
done by SOR [6] (Statistical Outlier Removal) filter. This filter is based on
stochastic analysis of all points in the cloud and rejection of those which do
not meet certain criteria. During the filtration process the distance between
point and its neighborhood is calculated. Assuming that the distribution of
these distance is Gaussian, point that do not match the distribution are removed. Example of point cloud before and after the filtration process is shown
in Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Example of SOR filter application.

Last step of algorithm is surface reconstruction. Surface reconstruction is
complex problem because the quality of reconstructed point cloud is mostly
low due to noise. In order to perform surface reconstruction Poisson [7] surface
reconstruction algorithm was used. This algorithm treats model reconstruction problem as spatial Poisson problem. This method is resistant to noise
in point cloud because is considering all points simultaneously while giving
satisfactory result. The result of this method is shown of Figure 5.

3 Experimental results
Studies conducted in this paper concerned the estimate subjective quality of
reconstruction on the basis of prepared test sequences of real objects.
Data for the tests were recorded using a popular smartphone with Android
OS. Four image sequences which vary in terms of difficulty of reconstruction
were recorded. Two test sequences have low complexity and two others have
a higher degree of complexity. All sequences were prepared in two versions: as
a series of images and a video sequence.
Moreover, all sequences were prepared in different lengths, in order to
verify the effectiveness of the reconstruction where there are plenty of images
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Fig. 5. Example of reconstructed surface from point cloud.

around the object (high density scan), and in the case of the small number of
input images.
According to project assumptions, the solution presented in this paper is
prepared for the end user who does not have the necessary knowledge to handle
most of the currently available solutions. As already described in section 2,
the algorithm does not require any configuration by the user. In connection
with this assumption, widely available data sets do not meet the prescribed
requirements. These sequences are not recorded from the hand as it probably
will do the average user. It was therefore necessary to record our own sequences
that satisfy the above requirements.
The effectiveness of the reconstruction in the presented solution was evaluated based on a subjective assessment of quality of reconstruction by comparing the input images with model reprojection to the image plane. The
experimental results of proposed approach is shown on Figure 6.
The developed system of autonomous reconstruction of the 3-D model
gives very good results. Although the reconstructed objects contain certain
artifacts or loss, the end result can be successfully used by the average user.
The reconstructed objects can easily be used to further work in graphic programs or 3-D printers. Computation time depends on number of images and
images resolution. The presented technique is characterized by wide application, but needed further study in order to further improve the quality of
reconstruction and reducing computation time.

4 Conclusions
In this paper, the novel system for 3-D model reconstruction is proposed.
The proposed system is using only an Android device in order to capture
images of scanned object. Special application for Android was designed to
guide the user during scanning process. All calculations take place on the
server where images were uploaded by application. The main advantage of
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Fig. 6. Experimental results of the 3-D reconstruction of the test objects.
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proposed approach is that user does not need to have any special knowledge
about scanning procedure. The marker is also unnecessary.
At the end of the algorithm the user receives complete 3-D model of
scanned object. The experimental results shows that the quality of 3-D model
is satisfactory. The model is saved in PLY file format which can be used
by most graphics programs available on the market. Reconstructed model of
object can be further processed or printed on 3-D printer.
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